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PART 1—DEN HELDER
“If you can keep your head, when everyone is losing
his (Rudyard Kipling), then you may not understand
the problem (Christiaan Gutteling).”
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Egographic Record

The public record: In World War II, Christiaan Gutteling
served in the Royal Netherlands Navy. They were in alliance
with the United States of America and the Royal British Navies. He was a naval aviator who reached the rank of senior lieutenant navigator. He was awarded the Bronze Cross
(equivalent to the Silver Cross) for bravery and the Home
Commemoration Cross with a bar for the Air War 19401945.
Personal record: I am a Dutchman, for the simple reason
that my parents were citizens of the Kingdom of The Netherlands. What follows is written from an egocentric point
of view. It reflects not only what I perceive, understand and
remember, but also reflects other people’s reactions, or lack
of it, to my person by word of mouth, reportage, hearsay, and
body language. This is all I can give, as I have never been
important, significant or famous enough to have a biographer following my every move.
I am eighty-four years of age as I write this memoir, Anno
Domini 2004. My year of birth was 1920. I have forgotten
many things and details which happened to me and around
me sixty years ago. To help my story go with the flow and
to bridge some of the gaps due to memory lapses, I invented
certain trivial details which neither add nor diminish from
history’s broad tapestry.
I have tried hard to articulate my story and position for
my invisible audience, especially for those, who cannot remotely comprehend what it is like to live under an oppressive army of German occupation in a war of attrition where
no holds were barred.
The difference between understanding and not understanding is also the difference between going through an experience and trying to visualize it or imagine it. Maybe, the
difference is between respect and admiration or the reverse,
hate and fear.
2
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The publishing industry has flooded the market with
printed matter on World War II subjects and in particular, in
The Netherlands. They described what the Engelandvaarders were up to. Engelandvaarders is the official title of those
who, in wartime, crossed the North Sea or went overland
via Spain, Sweden, and other routes to reach England for
reasons best known to themselves. “Why do I write this report so long after the facts?” I do so at the request of some
members of my family and friends.
The Dutch know this type of writing as an ego document
wherein one uses the personal pronoun I. This makes the
writing much easier to read without giving my feelings and
opinions too much color. Read it judiciously with the knowledge that a young man in the period of 1940 to 1945 was
faced with the reality of a war, enemy occupation and that
going into hiding was a last resort. My story is based on
actual incidents and persons. The characters are not related
to any person in real life except for persons mentioned in
reports and identified as such.
Note: Translations from a foreign language into Dutch or
English have been placed in between brackets

Preface

Famous writers can afford anachronism. But ordinary writers, such as me, should not take liberties with the past. If I do
that and sacrifice authenticity and or if my story is not exact,
I trust the reader will grant me a certain amount of license.
The conditions of war and the passage of time make the tracing of historical facts all but impossible as most witnesses
have died by natural or calamitous causes. Archives of The
Netherlands forces were destroyed just before capitulation
on May 14, 1940 on the orders of Commander-in-Chief of
all sea, land and Air Forces, General H.G.Winkelman. Only
a few reports of minor importance escaped destruction. The
history from the Five Day War in the Netherlands was thus
rewritten nearly entirely from the memory of those who were
involved. This was quite a task for me and other historians
to complete and includes the inherent flaws this sort of work
entails.
The German 18th Army, under General Von Kuchler, attacked the Netherlands at approximately 03:00 hours on
May 10, 1940. The Netherlands government immediately
sent a coded message to the British government, stating:
“The Netherlands has become Allied territory.”
The Netherlands government had already mobilized approximately three hundred thousand men, while the German Eighteenth Army consisted of three divisions totaling
approximately forty five thousand men. The German first
Cavalry Division attacked the Northern Province, Groningen. Their object was to advance through the province of
Friesland, then cross the Zuiderzee dike and capture the naval base of Den Helder.
The German army was well equipped for that time. They
had state-of-the-art military machines and used the most
up-to-date blitzkrieg methods. The Luftwaffe Air force was
used as a battlefield force. Stuka dive bombers were mobile
artillery and fighters kept Allied aircraft away. Their soldiers
4
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were exceedingly well trained. Our soldiers, mostly reservists, were no match. The skill of the German army was such
that not even heroism and dedication could overcome them.
To appreciate this narrative in its historical context, the
reader is requested to consider certain facts. The Netherlands was unsuitable for rural or urban guerrilla resistance
as the flat terrain offered little scope for concealment or escape. Most resistance work was in the art of sabotage in all
its forms where secrecy, stealth and individual cunning were
required.
Realize also that there never was a policy or strategy for
an organized resistance movement with prepared dumps of
sabotage-equipment stores by either the Netherlands or the
British intelligence services. Most underground resistance
activities started spontaneously by single persons or small
groups in isolation. They were untrained and not fully conscious of the tremendous risks involved or the fatal consequences their actions could have on them, their family, or
their neighbors. Furthermore, the strategic value of a conquered and occupied Netherlands and Belgium was as a
source of food and skilled forced labor for Germany. The
land provided some airfields from which the Luftwaffe attacked Britain. Otherwise, the Low Countries were marginal
to the overall war picture.
Last, but not least, the Germans were highly specialized
and skilled in managing Controls such as; road or rail controls, identity controls, movement controls, and so on, The
Germans did little about road controls in the beginning of
their occupation. They only attended to certain strategic
bridges and coastal prohibited areas into which no one could
go, or was supposed to go, without a permit. However, as the
war progressed nearly all-civilian movement was restrained.
A point of interest is that the police system in the Netherlands was comparatively simple, with only two services:
the town Politie and the border and country constabulary the
Marechaussee. The German’s imposed a police system over
the local ones. This was the Netherlands Geheime Feldpolizei
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(GFP). It was a secret countryside constabulary with military
police, the Abwehr with their large brass breastplates over
field grey uniforms and the most feared, the Sicherheitsdienst (SD) of the SS. (Shutzstaffel is a German word. Shutz
means security, a man who protects you. The Shutztaffel
was a highly trained technical army unit originally formed
to protect Hitler.) They in turn were interpenetrated with the
Geheime Staatspolizei or Gestapo. From 1942 on, the GFP
and the Abwehr were under the control of the SD.
The foregoing is part of the backdrop that permeated and
was part of everyday life in the German occupied countries.
However, one thing that must be stated clearly is that, during
the mobilization and the actual fighting, rumors flew around
like confetti. No one was prepared to admit that they were
utterly outwitted and outgunned by the Germans. Rumors
were rampant in the Netherlands. The Dutch were nervous;
rumors among them blamed a fifth column of secret Nazi
supporters. Stories of lights in windows, arrows in fields,
parachutists dressed as priests and nuns, and other incidents
spread through the Low Countries. One particular story was
that poisoned chocolates were handed out by strangers. This
was practically all myth, as we now know from German and
British intelligence sources. It was all nonsense.
This does show how high strung and nervous the population as they accepted these rumors with great alacrity.
Careless Talk Cost Lives was a warning sign during World
War II; it was not an exaggeration or an overstatement. Those
were dangerous dark times when the world was in the grip
of total war. People were in constant danger of enemy agents
who acted tirelessly for the country of their allegiance. Anything and anyone heard or noticed that was hostile or of importance to the war effort was transmitted to their base.
The enemy used careless talk, spoken in innocence by
family, friends, colleagues or lovers, such as pillow talk, or
any form of frivolous talk that had the slightest bearing on
the war industry.
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Railway stations names were removed or the names were
painted over. There was total blackout at night. This included
all forms of lighting that may be seen by the enemy, including coastal lights from lighthouses, buoys, harbor entrance
lights, and lights on any form of transport. When we as sailors or airmen approached the American or Canadian coast
at night during the war, the distant glow of all that coastal
lighting was like approaching a fairy-tale world.

Faith in the Future

In retrospect, one does not have to be a genius to be right.
Therefore it’s safe to say that, my father, Willem Marinus
Gutteling (Willem, 1878–1965), in 1936, knew what to do
with me, his naughty sixteen year old son, Christiaan. My
nickname or sobriquet was Tip; the eldest twin. My twin
brother, Marinus (Maarten or Martin depending on your native language), was certainly not identical. He was younger
by a fraction of half an hour. He was taller, more studious,
more sportsmanlike, and generally better behaved. My father and mother, Henriette Christina Gutteling van Stockum
(Jet, 1884–1966), must have had long discussions of what
to do with their wild boy Tip, who was troublesome in the
Primary School (De Bavinck School met den Bijbel) and in
the Secondary Educational School (M.U.L.O.).
My ambition was to be a sea captain or airway pilot. As a
youngster, I pleaded for it. Then, a newspaper advertisement
suggested a future career in navigation with the Navy after
a two-year training course in a Naval College at Den Helder
Hogere Zeevaartschool, Den Helder.
After we made enquiries we were visited by Mr. Jan Middendorp, the Managing Director of that Navigational College in Den Helder. He was also a commander in the Royal
Naval Reserve (KMR) who ran a tight ship and was known
as a disciplinarian. He was tall, stood upright, broad shouldered, and always wore a bowler hat. His stern face could
change quickly into a kind or amused smile and his mannerisms showed strength of purpose and command.
Mr. Middendorp convinced my parents that his Naval
College was the answer to their problems, but for one easily
overcome drawback. I needed a one year Preparatory Training as my academic merits were not good enough to enter
for higher navigational learning. There and then I entered
into an amphibian future that would start in early January
1937. I was told of this fact and introduced to Mr. Midden8
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dorp. He was a big man with a big smiling and friendly face
who said all the right things. He promised to pick me up for
Den Helder when the time came to attend my Preparatory
Course. I was surprised, but pleased, that I was accepted in
the Preparatory Course. I took some time to absorb the notion that I was accepted in the Preparatory Course. My time
had come.
I was sixteen when the time came for me to go in early
January 1937. I was picked up by Mr. Middendorp to go by
car from The Hague (Den Haag) to Den Helder.
I said goodbye to my parents, my siblings and my home;
in short, goodbye to Beeklaan 450, our address in The Hague
which became a permanent identification in my mind. Even
now after sixty-seven years, I remember the telephone number but there is no one to answer it; this is so silly!
From that time on, I only returned to my family for my
holidays. At the time I had no inkling of how much I would
miss them in my lonely hours.
Mr. Middendorp was very kind. He had spent Christmas
and New-Years in The Hague and was thus able to give me
a lift.
The journey was quick and uneventful through typical flat
North Holland landscapes via Leiden and Gouda and then to
Den Helder. We arrived in the De Nieuwe Diep harbor area
on a street named Ankerpark.
The Navigational College, (Hogere Zeevaartschool Den
Helder), was an imposing three-story building at Ankerpark
No.27. My students’ residence was directly opposite. I was
introduced to my House Master and his wife, Mr. and Mrs.
de Klerk, after which Mr. Middendorp quietly disappeared
to become The Director for the next three years.
This was my alma mater, my foster mother for the period
of my studies. My students’ residence was a one down-one
upper. The living quarters for Mr. and Mrs. de Klerk were on
the ground floor which was out of bounds for us. Our dining
room and kitchen was upstairs along with three bedrooms
for twelve boarders and our ablution section.
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All our school activities and homework had to be done in
the main school building and all the outside practical seamanship work was done at other harbor areas. Our bedrooms
were small rooms with two bunk beds and two clothes lockers at each bunk end. Because I was the tallest student in my
room, I was allocated a top bunk. Being one of the first to
arrive I got to choose the North or South upper bunk; I chose
the South one. That was my patch for the next three years.
We were allowed to bring the minimum necessities in underwear, strong woolen jerseys, socks, scarf and gloves, warm
pajamas and good rainwear. For outside work the school provided garments such as an overalls, oilskin coat and southwester. I was not allowed to wear a uniform and cap until I
passed Prep year and the entrance examination to the Navigational College. My peers regarded me as a nonentity as I
was not a high school graduate. To enter Navigational College, one had to have graduated from high school. All others were qualified to start Navigational College as they were
high school graduates. Therefore, I was off into the great
unknown with no idea of what was in store for me.
The next three days saw our two students’ residences filling up with new students. I had some time to have a look
around the harbor area and the town, which gave me some
idea of the kind of world I had entered. Older students and
officers from the Merchant Navy, who had come back for
their higher grade exams to become Third, Second, First officer, or to get their Master’s (Captain’s) Certificate, all went
to boarding houses in town.
Our daily routine started at 06:00 hours, breakfast at
07:00 hours and the school started at 08:00 hours until 12:00
hours, a cooked lunch at 12:30 hours and then school started
again at 13:00 hours until 17:00 hours, and then a simple
evening meal at 18:00 hours.
I must cut a long story short, for this is not an account of
my years of training, but it serves as a short introductory
digest to my war experiences; to wit, I passed my three years
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with flying colors, mainly because I quickly adapted myself
to this kind of life.
I liked the subjects of the school curriculum, it applied to
the practical side of seamanship, although rough and hard
work in all sorts of weather conditions, loved the mathematical side of navigational problems with its spherical geometry and trigonometry; liked working with the sextant and
the practical side of sailing, was interested in the application
of material handling and in the art of safe stowing; but found
the international sea laws and protocol, languages, and geography tedious; but then, cartography and cosmology were
most interesting. All-in-all, I did very well with high marks;
a pleasant surprise to my parents.
I got to know many people in Den Helder and even had
a girl friend, Annie Smit, whom I took to the college parties, which were held twice a year. Annie, who was my age,
introduced me to her parents at my first college party. She
had auburn hair to her shoulders, was tall and slender with
a ready smile. She designed dresses and sewed for her customers at her parents’ house, where she lives. Her father was
a busy small building contractor. He was tall and strong with
a ruddy lined face. Annie’s mother was a wonderful cook
and made lovely pancakes.
Their home became my home away from home in my
spare time; as so many kind citizens were doing for away
from home youngsters.
What about Den Helder itself? You can become lyrical
about a place, but unless you were born and bred in Den
Helder, it took some time to get used to. The town had little
or no character. It was drab and plain. To quote statistical
data, at that time, Den Helder had approximately nine thousand nine hundred and twenty dwellings with some seventy
eight thousand citizens. Sixteen hundred persons worked at
the Royal Naval Dockyard and two hundred fishermen operated a fishing fleet of forty vessels and twenty flat-bottom
boats. In the harbor area along the Nieuwe Diep was The
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Royal Naval Establishment with a large and well-equipped
naval dockyard.
Here also, was The Royal Institute for the Navy, which
trained Royal Naval Officers. In addition, there was a Navigational College, Hogere Zeevaartschool. They prepared
students to become officers in the merchant navy or the civil
airways. Den Helder was a twin or binary settlement; there
were citizenry and there were navy; two very different concepts.
Den Helder citizens had basic universal ideals and wished
for a fixed steady income, his own house, (either rented or
owned), and a funeral at the local cemetery. These ideals
governed the citizen’s lives. The naval man wanted more out
of life. He had the urge to leave this plain and drab place, to
see the world and to better himself. Both groups understood
each other, and in general terms, there were no rich or no
poor. This near equality engendered a peaceful coexistence
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at the end of a single railway track at North Holland’s lands
end.
The sea and the storms made and created this lands end
and had formed the character of its inhabitants. A great many
of them had walked the tide line along the sandy beach or on
the dikes or along the extreme end of the harbor where the
sea flowed over the blue-black basalt blocks which were the
actual land’s end. They listened to the voice of the wind and
the sea which was part of their universe.
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